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GUARD & LONE 
WORKER SECURITY.
You’ll never be left guessing the 
whereabouts of your staff again.

SOS TRACK ME CHECK IN



QUICK RESPONSE,
AND IS EASY 
TO USE.

webeyeSOS is the most cost effective, 

secure and reliable cloud based guard & 

lone worker tracking & monitoring 

system on the market. webeyeSOS is an 

app downloaded to a smart phone that 

tracks and monitors the users 

whereabouts. Once triggered it sends an 

alarm to any number of other smart 

phones enabled with the webeyeCMS 

alarm handling and management app.

SOS devices/apps are critical to anyone 

who may at times be in a vulnerable 

situation or position of risk and the 

integrity of the device is paramount to 

the safety of the user. 

WHAT IS 
webeyeSOS?

YOUR NUMBER ONE SECURITY PROVIDER
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 SAFETY FEATURES

webeyeSOS is the first product of its kind 

that, app side, exceeds the stringent 

British standards institute BS8484 

producing the best solution possible 

both in the protection and risk limitation 

of a potential user.

This fast and reliable robust application 

will become an invaluable tool to greatly 

improve worker safety. We’ve now 

included enhanced safety features such 

as the ‘man-down’ and ‘check-in’ event 

which monitors for any periods of 

inactivity and can trigger an alert.

TRACK ME : Allows you to monitor and 

track the movements of your staff. Once 

they reach a site they press the track me 

button enabling you to follow their route 

in real time and verify their actions.

MAN-DOWN : Monitors for any period of 

in-activiety and sends an alert if the user 

fails to respond.

CHECK-IN : Ask the user to ‘check-in’ 

every 20 minutes (or whatever time scale 

you set) to make sure they are OK. Failure 

to check-in will trigger an alert.
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Recognised as ‘the world’s best cloud 

security software’ it is designed with the 

stability to provide a solution to reliability 

problems the competition fail to disclose. 

Most cloud-based systems make claims but 

we have unprecedented checks and 

balances to deliver on our promises. Part of 

the software is the PADARC (Progressive 

Alarm Delivery and Alarm Response 

Confirmation) which means when we know 

you know. Should any part of the delivery fail 

it’s programmed to bypass the fault and 

move to an unprecedented number of 

back-up systems to make sure you receive 

the alert. 

You may not be aware how unstable most of 

the competition can be but webeyeSOS is 

the only cloud based platform to boast a 

99.9% reliability record. webeyeSOS is fully 

audited so you’ll know when and who 

answered the alert. Given the potential 

life-threatening importance of certain alarms 

it is dangerous to rely on old “Send and 

Forget” type technologies.

WHY USE 
webeyeSOS?

ALARM TRANSMISSION
GPS location sent to cloud platform

EASY SETUP
Available at Apple’s or Google store

GPS & DATA CHECK 
Realtime system status notifications

KEYPAD OVERIDE
Raise the alarm quickly 

AUDIO CLIP
Record and transmit 10 sec audio clip

SECURE LOGIN
Designated users only

STATUS SCREEN
immediately view system status

FULL AUDIT TRAIL
All activity recorded to a secure server

HELP MENUS
Comprehensive help system 

KEY 
BENEFITS.
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THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE, 
SECURE AND RELIABLE CLOUD 
BASED GUARD & LONE WORKER
MONITORING SYSTEM 
ON THE MARKET.
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